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Figure 1. Emily Crossen, 48x, 2020, acrylic on canvas, 
5200x1820mm. Image courtesy of the artist.
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I am increasingly obsessed with magenta. Transparent 
but vibrant. Layers and layers of it. And with the 
addition of violet it turns a deeper, richer colour. Paler 
versions, a pink that reminds me of cooling calamine 
lotion, smothered over sunburnt legs. Three pinks in 
a row. Put all the theory about colour to one side.  
There is so much you don’t understand about colour 
until you paint it. 

I realise that I think in colour combinations of three. 
My paintings are built in three layers: a background 
colour and two colours which weave over the top of 
each other. I thought about the paintings on the floor 
of the studio. I mixed chemical-sounding quinacridone 
magenta with glazing liquid and used it everywhere.

David Reed writes that “colour can seem to be from the future, the immediate future, perhaps a week or a few 
hours from now.”1 All those colour combinations that I haven’t yet imagined. Maybe this is what he means. It’s like 
overhearing small snippets of conversations whilst I sit in the museum café. A painting the colour of a cup of freshly 
stirred coffee, creamy white against the reflective black cup. How do you describe the beige/brown? Is it latte? Is 
that the colour of the twenty-first century? David Reed again: “There are new colours and colour relationships in 
the world that don’t yet have emotional connotations and we as painters can create them.”2  

Lunch arrives … painting in a warm bowl of carrot orange soup, threaded through with jewel-like pieces of green 
parsley. 

***
Can you love a place because of its colours? Be homesick for the colours of the place where you grew up? I 
remember the bluebell woods, moss green on oak trees, blackberries which bled a deep rich purple red as they 
dripped into a jam. On my last visit to England, through the train windows all I saw was field after field of yellow 
rapeseed. Our relationship with colour is intertwined with emotion and associations. Tessa Laird says, “Red has 
never existed as an entity outside of things,” 3 and Robert Motherwell, “any red is rooted in blood, glass, wine, and 
a thousand other concrete phenomena.”4

***
I watch Derek Jarman’s movie Blue, written whilst he is dying from Aids.5 If dying is blue to him, then my grief lies 
in the colours of autumn. Chestnut brown conkers litter the ground, their shiny skins reflecting the fallen decaying 
leaves, green to yellow, red to brown. Meanwhile, my mother lies in a bed, unable to stare at the garden full of the 
colours that she so loved. The season turns from verdant green to a barren brown, autumn always grief-struck now. 
Emotions and colour again. 

Gretchen Albrecht painted deep grey/purple, near black, after her father’s death. I imagine a slow, sadder sweep of 
her arm as it traces the familiar curve of the hemisphere.6 There is comfort in that. I know how that feels. The link 
between body and movement on the canvas. I take my shoes off and walk on the cold concrete floor, across the 
smooth surface of the canvas. Magenta is mixed and ready to go. I’ve done this before, but it takes courage and 
bravery every time. David Reed likens the experience of painting his abstract works to “losing the boundaries of 
your body.”7 Judy Millar talks about painting to bring together the two realms or dual existence of being human, the 
physical (physicality) and the mental (creativity). “You want to be so close … to put your whole body in there.”8 

***

Figure 2. Emily Crossen, In Colour, Installation view, 
Dunedin School of Art Gallery, August 2022. 

Image courtesy of the artist.
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Some colours have surprised me. I got intrigued by yellow. It is not a colour that I ever seem to plan on using, but I 
like the way it keeps peeking out from underneath the layers of one of the paintings. Even though I know that blue 
and yellow make green, there is a sense of wonder when the blue glaze sails over the top of the previous layers 
and makes green. This is what I am enjoying about the process of glazing, all these unanticipated colours that mix 
themselves on the painting.

I mix a yellow, maybe you would call it lemon yellow, although that could be misleading. New Zealand lemons are 
bright, almost artificial in their colour. This is a stark contrast to the insipid, pale lemons that you buy in England. I 
remember the colour choices I was offered to paint my childhood bedroom: Apple White, Apricot White, Barley 
White, Lemon White.  It didn’t feel like much of a choice. It was a colour chart of pallid whites, nothing inspiring 
other than the allusion to English orchards and the appeal of the small rectangular colour swatches. I craved a bright 
sunny yellow, maybe an antidote to the relentless grey skies of my childhood. 

When does yellow become brown? Is there a point when it’s neither yellow nor brown?  Years later I fly over the 
dry, dusty, browned earth of Australia; those subtle English colours wouldn’t survive out here. One of my paintings 
unintentionally ends up brown. I scrub the surface of it, hunting back through its layers in search of the yellow. The 
masking-taped edges show the evidence of all these layers of colour, violet, yellow, magenta, all the colours that 
somehow got me to brown.  

Derek Jarman’s chapter on yellow is titled “The Perils of Yellow.”9 I think this could describe how I feel when I use 
yellow. Somehow it does feel perilous: “if you mix paints, you will be unable to mix yellow.”10

Figure 3. Emily Crossen, 92, panel 2 (detail), 2021, 
acrylic on canvas, 3300x1800mm. 

Image courtesy of the artist.

Figure 4. Emily Crossen, 92, 2021, 
acrylic on canvas, 3300x1800mm (each panel). 

Image courtesy of the artist.
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Bridget Riley maintains that it is only by working with colour that you can see how colours act with each other: she 
writes, “well I’ll just see what yellow can do.”11 Ludwig Wittgenstein asks that it is hard to imagine a hot grey, so can 
you have a cold yellow?12 I start to take pleasure in applying yellow. Diaphanous, barely-there yellow, radiant, vivid 
yellow, buttery sun-bleached yellow. What about less pleasant yellows? Utterly dirty yellow, battered yellow. I mix a 
lot more yellow, more of a lime green, phthalo green goes in there. I apply it in great big strokes over the top of the 
dark blue painting. The brush mark stutters as it pulls across the surface of the painting. 

In 1890 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, suffering from post-partum psychosis, is confined, by her doctor and husband, to 
a room with yellow wallpaper. The yellow wallpaper compounds her mental state and imprisons her further. She 
decides that the room itself has an unpleasant “yellow smell” emitting from the wallpaper, “a smouldering, unclean 
yellow” with a “sickly sulphur tint.”13 What a contrast to Goethe’s colour theory where yellow “is the colour nearest 
the light … [it] carries with it the nature of brightness, a serene, softly exciting character … a warm, agreeable 
impression.”14 Wassily Kandinsky ‘hears’ colour; for him yellow is “hard and sharp … trumpets are yellow.”15 Maybe 
any colour in too much intensity can send you a little mad, locked in a room with it.16

Wittgenstein again: “if there were a theory of colour harmony, perhaps it would begin by dividing the colours into 
groups and forbidding certain mixtures or combinations and allowing others. And, as in harmony, its rules would be 
given no justification.”17 I quite like the idea of finding a colour combination that is “forbidden.” No neon yellow to 
be put in the vicinity of faded pink. I’ve always taken absolute delight in colour charts, paint chips and multi-hued fan 
decks. All those possibilities of colour systematically laid out.18  

Returning the following day, I am still thinking about yellow and pink. I apply another layer over the top of the 
painting, magenta pink. Now I can see something is happening: the pink is activating both the blue and yellow layers. 
Hesitation and doubt are followed by action and the unexpected. I remember where my interest in yellow and pink 
stems from. I was given a box, one Christmas. A metal box. It was the 1980s and it had a geometric pattern on it, 
lots of pink and yellow. I loved the box and I wanted it to be full of equally delicious coloured pencils in every shade 
imaginable. Instead, I opened it to find it filled with make-up. A complete disappointment to my 11-year-old self. 
The make-up went in the bin, and I filled the tin with my favourite coloured pencils. I still have both the tin and the 
pencils, and I never did buy any more make-up. 

***
“Colour deceives constantly,” writes Josef Albers.19 Is that what he’s thinking about as he sets out on his serial 
mission to “tame” colour?20 Michael Taussig discusses the dual states of colour, both authentic and deceitful: “colour 
is another world, a splurging thing, an unmanageable thing, like a prancing horse or a run in a stocking … this thing, 
this formless thing that we need to fence in with lines or marks.”21

Katharina Grosse likes the “anarchical potential of colour,” applying paint by spray gun to cover vast surfaces of fabric 
hung from walls and draped across the floor of the gallery.22 An explosion of colour, allowed to spread out wildly, 
taking pleasure in its excess. Grosse uses colour freely and intuitively, leaving what she calls a “history” of the paint 
laid bare. Green is made from a yellow as it crosses over blue. She doesn’t like yellow. She still uses it.23  

I thought I wasn’t particularly inspired by colours from nature and yet every day the sky seen from our deck throws 
out the most surprising of colours. An artificial-looking yellow light appears only for a few seconds. Goethe writes: 
“People experience a great delight in colour generally. The eye requires it as much as it requires light.”24 I can see 
why Albrecht felt she only had to look out the window or go into her garden for inspiration. 

It isn’t a particular colour that I am attracted to, but I am drawn to vibrant, high-contrast colours. Today, though, I 
mix Burnt Sienna, Burnt Umber, Nickel Azo Gold. Their earthiness surprises me. I had almost forgotten about this 
palette of colours. 

***
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Is this city too grey, too brown or even too green? Le Corbusier wanted to whitewash the city: “a coat of whitewash 
would be … a manifestation of high morality, the sign of a great people … it is honest and dependable.”25 In India I 
visited the city of Chandigarh. No whitewash here, only Le Corbusier’s monolithic grey concrete buildings with their 
polite panels of ordered colour.26 It seemed so out of place given the rest of my experience of India, where even 
the ordinary is made extraordinary by the visual delight and chaos of brilliant, saturated colours under an intense 
sky. Howard Hodgkin’s ravishing palette was influenced by his love affair with India.27

We eat breakfast on a rooftop, warm porridge sprinkled with cinnamon and nutmeg. The sun is already strong. 
The buildings cast deep shadows onto the streets below. Colour walks here. The street is filled with bright fabrics. 
Women gather in groups, forming colour combinations that would be hard to imagine. Sunburst yellow, shocking 
fuchsia pink, scarlet red threaded through with delicate strands of gold. Colours are saturated and intense. We visit 
pink cities, faded blue cities, floating white palaces and red forts. Whole cities that are stained through with colour. 
It seeps out of rocks and doorways, gets ingrained in your skin and falls as a magical, multi-coloured dust from your 
shoes at the end of a day. 

We visit Dhobi Ghat, a huge outdoor laundry, where washing is done by hand in vast stone tubs. Six washing lines 
are strung with teal-coloured sheets, some faded by the bright sun. Brilliant whites, which blind with their whiteness, 
occupy row after row. When we first send out our washing to be done in a hotel in Kerala, our clothes come back 
in shades of pink. A bright red shirt has tinted our wardrobe for the rest of the trip. 

That is how the colours of India remain with me. Energetic, intense, keyed-up colours. Colour that still fills my 
imagination and finds its way into the paintings. 

***

Figure 5. Emily Crossen, 92, Installation view, Dunedin School of Art Gallery, August 2022. Image courtesy of the artist.
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There are 44 squares on the walls of my studio. There has been a shift in my thought process. I am seeing them less 
as individual paintings and more as a serial enterprise, multiple squares together on one canvas, a single painting. 
For days I have been adding colour to them. Layers of colours glazed on each other. I like this repetitive action, this 
daily ritual. I add a gestural sweep of other colours. I begin to think of these like “stitches.”28 I find enjoyment in the 
idea that they are trying to be like each other, but each time they show their differences. I become fascinated by the 
layers of colour that appear on the neatly masking-taped edges. Small traces left behind of each layer of the process. 

I am thinking about decision-making, and the speed of making those decisions, in relation to these 44 squares in 
front of me. The multiple decisions that it takes to complete each of these squares. I have ten pots of paint. How 
many colours can I make from these? How many ways are there of ‘arriving’ at green? On the first canvas I paint four 
blue, four red and four yellow. I know that I can make greens, but how many and what kind of greens? Muddy green, 
lime green? I start in a systematic way, writing down all the combinations of colours in a manner that resembles a 
mathematical equation.

How much control over the colour choice for the next square? The ‘logic’ of the grid seems to allow more and 
more freedom. Stanley Whitney refers to “call and response.”29 He begins painting in the top corner and, like writing, 
works his way across the page. I prefer to put a layer down in all the squares, to fill the white spaces, like colouring 
as a child. Some colours arrive fully formed; others develop slowly but I don’t judge them. All colours equal. Gerhard 
Richter used a roll of the dice to decide which colour went to which square in his Colour Charts (1966-72). 

***
Today I crave to escape the confines of the studio. The alchemy of mixing colour and applying to canvas feels 
restrictive. No colour seems enough, not brilliant or brave enough, unexpected or surprising enough. I leave the 
studio and walk. All those colour combinations, muted under the autumnal sky. A woman hurries by, her peach-pink 
scarf flapping in the wind. I pass the lime green of a rampant plant in an overgrown garden and the blue of a water 
pipe as it exits a building. I am like a magpie for colour, stealthily stealing colours.30 

Emily Crossen has lived and studied in Dunedin, where she has built a painting practice, since 2012. She 
previously worked as an architect and has a Master’s in Architecture from the University of London. She 
graduated from the Dunedin School of Art with a Bachelor of Visual Arts in 2018 and a Master of Fine Arts 
in 2022.
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